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BATTERIES CAN POWER YOUR HIGH TECH CAR

WHY NOT YOUR HOME OR BUSINESS?
BY BILL SCHEAFFER

E

lon Musk, Tesla CEO, stated: “If
something is important enough,
even if the odds are against you,
you should still do it.”
Tesla Motors is an American
automotive company that spearheaded
the electric vehicle industry with the
first fully electric sportscar. Since
its debut in 2003, the company has
remained a popular car brand and
is continuing to make strides in the
green automotive market. But Tesla
is now widening its focus to bring its
innovative battery technology indoors.
Before taking a look at the new
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in-home battery options that will
be available this summer, let’s start
with the newest performance features
in clean fuel Tesla cars. A Tesla
spokesperson outlined the key points
of these cutting-edge automobiles for
Green Living magazine:
Model S is the original Tesla sedan
and the first car to earn a perfect
score from Consumer Reports. Model
S cars are custom ordered from the
Tesla factory in Fremont, California,
and built to meet each owner’s needs.
Whether you seek the thrill of the
quickest production sedan or the safety
of a perfect National Highway
Traffic and Safety Administration
five-star score, you can choose a

Model S that will match your lifestyle.
This sedan now comes with several
new options, starting with either a
70 kWh or 85 kWh battery pack and
the option to order the Dual Motor All
Wheel Drive Technology. The models
range in price and performance levels
to fit multiple budgets. A rumored
Tesla Model 3 is also in the works that
is supposed to be its most affordable
car yet.
Model X is Tesla’s crossover SUV
capable of seating seven adults, due
to hit the market in late 2015. Pricing
range and base are yet to be confirmed
on Model X, but we do know it
will have Falcon Wing doors for
easy entrance.
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Regarding the electric charging
network, Tesla provides free longdistance charging through its
Supercharger network. As the most
powerful charging technology on
the planet, a Tesla Supercharger can
replenish roughly 170 miles of charge
in 30 minutes.
Tesla connects Arizona drivers to
surrounding states and makes road trips
a breeze with 10 Supercharger locations
on I-10, I-8, I-17 and I-40. Arizona
also hosts 10 Destination Charging
Partners, which include hotels,
resorts and restaurants equipped with
Tesla High Powered Wall Connector
charging stations.
In addition to crafting high-quality
electric vehicles, Tesla is moving into
the home energy space with its recent
announcement of the Powerwall
technology. Tesla will be using the
same battery technology it uses in its
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cars to produce the Powerwall Home
Battery Pack.
The battery pack will come in a
7 kWh unit for general household use
and a 10 kWh pack to serve as backup
power in the case of a power outage.
Reservations can be made online for
the technology, with the first deliveries
scheduled for this summer.
The application of large storage
battery systems for home and business
are many:
UÊ Solar systems generate power only
when the sun is out, and wind
generators, only when the wind is
blowing. A battery system would
store the excess power when the
units are operating, then feed the
power in when they are down. The
same is true for, say, a parking lot,
where solar panels provide shade
and power during the day with the
battery pack using stored power for

outdoor lighting at night.
UÊ Utilities could store power in a
battery pack to feed the needed
power back into the grid during peak
energy demand.
UÊ Large battery packs act as a reservoir
of power – storing it as it is available
and delivering a smooth supply
on-demand. Providing clean electric
power is the goal of the Tesla Energy
Division – for high performance
sports cars or your TV at night.
For more information on the new Tesla vehicle
offerings or the Powerwall technology, visit
teslamotors.com.
Bill Sheaffer is the Executive Director of Valley
of the Sun Clean Cities, designated by the U.S.
Department of Energy. He also serves on the
governor’s committee (EVAZ) for development
of electric vehicle use and infrastructure. He
is a former Executive at General Motors and
General Electric.

Read more articles on innovation at
greenlivingaz.com/innovation
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